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ABSTRACT 
As life’s quality improved, oral health propagandized, the importance of 
teeth cleaning is attracted more and more people’s attention. In clinic, ultrasonic 
wave is used to clean the tooth, but the noise from the ultrasonic wave would 
lead a dread to the patients. 
As a new cleaning technology ， Laser cleaning play the role of 
complementarity and extendability of traditional cleaning. Due to its inherent 
advantages, Laser has been widely used in industry, agriculture, scientific 
research, medical treatment, national defence etc. Laser’s equipment would 
become an indispensability in modern dentistry. Compared with ultrasonic wave, 
Laser has no mechanical contact, has no such noise during cleaning tooth, and 
does no harm to enamel and tissues around tooth. 
According to current dentistry equipment, Patient couldn’t know exactly on 
what degree his tooth is damaged, and only depend on dentist to decide whether 
to have his tooth cleaned. Moreover, the equipment couldn’t provide necessary 
information in case of medical treatment dissension. And as the digital 
management on medicament and fee came true, the digital medical treatment 
management would be the development trend. 
As mentioned above, primary research woks in this thesis are as follow: 
1. According to the principle of Laser cleaning, a Laser cleaning tooth 
sample is developed, and its optic layout is determined. 
2. An Imaging system is designed to record the process during the cleaning, 
which makes dentist easy to observed the cleaned parts, protects his eyes from 
being hurt by Laser, and helps dentist to carry out operation conveniently. 
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So, user can easily find out the record he wants, and view any video or picture in 
the record if permitted. 
The follows are the main feature in the thesis: 
1. In order to fix machine and carry out operation more easily, a visible 
light’s coaxial orientation for YAG Laser is adopted, and also an simple and 
convenient method for fixing is offered. 
2. Image Acquisition technologies are used in the system to inspect the 
process of cleaning. As for that, dentist carries out operation conveniently 
depend on the display, avoids his eyes being hurt by Laser 
3. The data management technology is also introduced in the thesis. So it 
could provide necessary information in case of medical treatment dissension, and 
the digital medical management is followed to the trend of the digital 
management development. 
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限制作用所决定的。如单模 He－Ne 激光器输出的光束，其发散角 2θ≈2'






































子体迅速膨胀，激光功率密度大于 108W/cm2 并以 104m/s 的速度向外扩张，
我们称之形成了爆轰超声冲击波。如图 2-1 所示，当功率密度为 1×108w/cm2，
波长 1.06μm 激光束作用在铝板锈垢时，延迟时间为 30ns 时，冲击波速度约
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